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Abstract— Puppet is developed  by Puppet labs, which is 

founded by Luke Kanies in the year 2005.It is written in 

ruby and released as free software . In computing, Puppet is 

an open source configuration management utility. It runs on 

many Unix-like systems as well as on Microsoft Windows, 

and includes its own declarative language to describe system 

configuration. The state of IT infrastructure can be 

configured and can be automatically enforced to a correct 

state using Open source puppet. Puppet is the foundation for 

automation in IT infrastructure. It acts as abstract 

configuration for infrastructure as same tool can be used for 

data center as well as software delivery. It also enables 

collaboration among different project teams.It lets machines 

do what they are made for and lets human to mange thing in 

a really efficient way.  Managing  just few server or 

thousands machines or virtual machines is tedious job as it's 

done manually ,puppet automates the tasks of system admin 

and saves time, so admins deliver greater business values. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Managing the configuration declaratively in the 

environment Unix like and Microsoft Windows systems is 

done by the puppet tool. System resources and their state are 

described by the users ,either by Rudy DSL(domain specific 

language )  or puppet declarative language .Puppet manifest 

file stores this information.
[1]

 

The factor utility is used to discover system 

information for puppet and also complies the puppet 

manifests into catalogue which contain resource and their 

dependencies which are applied on target system .Action 

taken by puppet are reported.  

The puppet forge is an important resource for the 

people using puppet.2,700 open source model are prewritten 

in this resource for developing common tasks. These 

modules are free downloadable .The forge module is 

developed by puppet community members. Puppet module 

automates tasks such as 

 installing and configuring Apache and managing a 

range of virtual host setups 

 managing APT source, key, and definitions 

 installing, configuring, and running NTP across a 

range of operating systems 

 managing system reboots on Windows 

 managing and configuring firewalls 

 installing and configuring MySQL 

complex and lengthy installations can be done with the 

help of puppet , by automating them. 

II. BEGIN WITH PUPPET 

Log into the Learning Puppet VM as root, and run puppet 

resource service. The command will return something like 

the following : 

service { 'NetworkManager': 

ensure => 'stopped', 

enable => 'false', 

} 

service { 'acpid': 

ensure => 'running', 

enable => 'true', 

} 

...etc 

A. Puppet:  

Functionality of puppet comes from a single puppet 

command, which has many sub commands.
[2]

 

B. Resource: 

The resource sub command can inspect and modify 

resources interactively.  

C. Service: 

First argument to the puppet resource command should be a 

resource type. Taken together, this command inspects every 

service on the system, to see whether running or stopped. 

A system’s configuration can be imagined as a 

collection of many independent atomic units; call them 

“resources.” So these pieces vary greatly in size, 

complexity, and lifespan. Any of the following can be 

modeled as a single resource: a user account, a file, 

directory of files, software package, running service. Any 

single resource consist of similar to a group of related 

resources which are similar to single resource: Each file has 

a path and an owner, Each user has a name,UID, and a 

group. The implementation differs sometimes — for 

example  you’d need a different command to start or stop a 

service on Windows than you would on Linux, and even 

across Linux distributions. But conceptually, you’re still 

starting or stopping a service, irrespective of what you type 

into the console. 

III. PUPPET RESOURCE COMMAND 

Puppet resource a command in puppet, which can 

interactively inspect and modify resources on a single 

system. Puppet resource usage is as follows: 

#puppet resource <TYPE> [<NAME>] 

[ATTRIBUTE=VALUE ...] 

The first argument should be a resource type. It 

will inspect every resource of that type it can find, if no 

other arguments are given. The second argument is the name 

of a resource(optional). Inspection of all the resources will 

occur. 

Specification of any number of attributes and 

values after name can be done after name. Syncing of those 

attributes to the desired state takes place, and then inspect 

the final state of the resource. 

A. Attribute: 

The 'ensure' is a special attribute and it is available on most 

of the resource types, and it controls whether the resource 

exists locally. 

Files can exist in several ways  : 

As a normal file - ensure => file 
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As a directory - ensure => directory 

As a symlink - ensure => link 

As any of the above  - ensure => present 

As nothing - ensure => absent. 

The attributes are called “namevars”. They are 

generally the attribute that corresponds to the resource’s 

identity, which should always be unique i.e. almost every 

resource type has one attribute whose value defaults to the 

resource’s title. For the file resource, it is path. Most of the 

time for user, group, package it’s 'name'. 

B. Manifest: 

A manifest consists of a list of resource declarations. A 

resource declaration specifies a particular aspect of system 

configuration that you want Puppet to manage: a file, 

for example. 

Resource declarations consist of a name and a list 

of attributes. The resource name is a unique identifier, which 

you can use to refer to this specific resource, if you need to. 

Its attributes specify various things about the resource that 

you want to control with Puppet.Different types of resources 

have different attributes, but for a file resource, attributes 

include content, which specifies the contents of the file as a 

string. Create the file site.pp anywhere you like, with the 

following contents: 

file { '/tmp/hello': 

content => "Hello, world\n", 

} 

Such Programs are called “manifests,” with .pp file 

extension. Manifests use various kinds of logic as 

conditional statements, collections of resources, text 

generation functions. We can put multiple resources of 

different types in the same manifest and can use new values 

for the ensure attribute. 

C. Resource: 

The resource declaration is core of the Puppet language . For 

a resource 'resource declaration' describes it's desired state. 

Like 'resource', 'apply' is a Puppet subcommand. It 

takes argument as the name of a manifest file, and enforces 

the desired state described in the manifest. 

Puppet also does account permission adjustment on 

directories. You cannot declare same resource twice or 

duplicate titles within a type or duplicate namevar values 

within a type, doing so will result in conflict between 

desired and final states of resource declarations, it is not 

clear what should happen so puppet will fail with error 

instead of doing wrong to the system.
[3]

 

D. Compilation: 

Manifests are not used directly when Puppet syncs 

resources. Instead the flow of a Puppet run goes like this: 

 

Before manifest's gets applied they are compiled 

into a document called 'catalogue' which contains resources 

& hints about the order to sync them. In a master/agent 

Puppet environment, agents can only see the catalogue. 

Manifests can be made flexible by using logic and describe 

many systems at once. A catalogue describes desired states 

for one system.
[4]

 

By default, agent nodes can only retrieve their own 

catalogue, they are unable to see information meant for any 

other node. This separation leads to improved security. 

Since catalogue are so unambiguous, it is possible to 

simulate a catalogue run without making any changes to the 

system. This is normally done by running puppet agent --test 

--noop. You also can use special different tools to compare 

two catalogue and see the differences. The puppet 

master/agent services work very similarly as of puppet apply 

which directly apply manifests on one system, but with a 

few key differences: 

E. Puppet Apply: 

A user executes a command, which triggers a Puppet run. 

Puppet Apply reads the manifest passed to it, which is 

compiled into a catalog, and applies the catalog. 

F. Puppet Agent/Master: 

Puppet agent is run as a service, and triggers a Puppet run 

about every half hour (configurable).On your Virtual 

Machine, which runs Puppet Enterprise, the agent service is 

named pe-puppet.Puppet agent don't not have access to any 

manifests, instead, it requests for a pre-compiled catalog 

from a puppet master server. On your VM, the pe-httpd 

service is nothing but the puppet master.  The puppet master 

application, is managed by a sandboxed copy of Apache 

with Passenger through spawning and killing new copies of 

it as and when needed. The puppet master reads one special 

manifest always, called the site.pp or “site manifest”. This 

manifest is used to compile a catalog, which is sent back to 

the agent by puppet master. On your VM, the site manifest 

is present at: 

/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/manifests/site.pp. 
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After receiving the catalog, the agent applies it. 

This way, one can have many machines being configured by 

Puppet, by only maintaining your manifests on one (or a 

few) servers. This also gives little extra security, as 

described above under “Compilation.” 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Conclusion can be made that the puppet helps in automation 

of the processes which have multiple occurrences and 

manage the system state. 
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